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Besides her camera, photographer Susanne
Stemmer relies on another essential element
for her work: water. Specialized in underwater
photography, the Austria born artist is responsible
for amazing editorials with models immersed
in situations that convey peace and emotions.
The differential in the artist work is exactly this
emotional component which turns water into
a symbolic element. “I use water as a means to
another world. Going inside water tells the public
they need to go further inwards, analyzing their
life and what happens around them”, she says.
In love with nature and a scuba diver since her
twenties, Stemmer started to shoot underwater
after suggesting the idea for an editorial. It was an
instant hit. “It worked out so well and everyone
was so happy that, from then on, I started to
think about new possibilities. I started to build
my own light tools, air bubble machines and
to search for ways to make dresses flow on the
direction I wanted”. The next step for the artist is
to invest in another type of camera, one that also
shoots videos. “I am currently working on two
audiovisual projects, which should be ready by
the end of the year. Video is my new work tool to
bring the public closer to my world”.

ART FAIR
Installed in a spiral structure
with views to the East River, the
Frieze art fair gathers some of
the most dynamic galleries in the
world. The event was conceived
for buyers or spectators who love
art. It boasts of over a thousand
artists from all over the world.

Aiming at lifting spectators form their passivity, the Frieze
fair promotes interactions between artists and their public,
creating a positive relation for both. Offering lectures and
educational projects, the event presents different features
every year, and 2015 is no exception: the Spotlight section
houses solo 20th century art presentations; the Fame section,
also new, is dedicated to artists represented by emerging
galleries. Last, but not least, the Focus section is where you
can view works of art created especially for the fair. This year,
the Frieze fair takes place between May 14 and 17.

POP-UP CULTURE
From March 28 on, fans of Centre Pompidou, in Paris, will also be able to enjoy the
exhibits in Malaga, Spain. The pop-up version of the Museum is call Cube – a huge

SUSANNE STEMMER’S NEXT
EXHIBITION WILL OPEN IN
A P R I L , I N T H E W I D E PA I N T I N G
G A L L E R Y, I N PA R I S .

steel and glass structure – and it is the second excursion the Museum takes outside
of the French capital (in 2010, Metz, in France, also received a similar structure).
Malaga will be the first of a string of cities to house such initiatives, following
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international tendencies of Museums and galleries.
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